
BUILDING PEACE BETWEEN ISRAEL and PALESTINE
THE NEED FOR CULTURAL CHANGE

Introduction

The 2021 ceasefire between Israel and Hamas ended the fourth outbreak of

violence between them. It is no more than a hiatus in a continuing war over identity. Its

flashpoints, an attempted eviction by an Israeli trial court of Palestinian families from

homes occupied in Sheikh Jarrah, and heavily armed Israeli police who took over the Al

Aqsa mosque near the end of 2021 Ramadan services are incidental. Flashpoints do

not explain the underlying conflict.

Observers of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict despair of the inability of both sides to

make peace. Beginning with the 1991-1993 Madrid talks, and ending with the 2013-

2014 talks prompted by then US Secretary of State John Kerry, major powers including

the US, EU, UN and Russia have attempted to act as so called ‘honest brokers’ to lead

both sides to a peace agreement. Each of these super powers has its own interests. Not

surprisingly, all of those efforts were in vain. Each was designed around resolution of a

long list of contentious issues that are well known.

The existential issue of acceptance of Israel as the historic homeland of the

Jewish people was never really on the table. No one bothered to imagine how two very

different cultures sharing a postage stamp sized piece of land might come to peace

given their history. Peace agreements that do not make an effort to deal with and to

change cultural perception cannot produce peace.

Israel and the Palestinians have been increasingly at war since the 1880’s when

increasing numbers of European Jews began to emigrate to the holy land as Zionism



grew popular. The local Arab population, conditioned by roughly 1400 years of anti-

Jewish religious training reacted out of fear. Lacking any social or political structures

they expressed their fears, by taking to the streets and rioting. The worst but not the

only of these episodes were in Hebron in August of 1929 and in Jerusalem between

1936 and 1939. The British sent in the military to put down the rioters.

There is no doubt that some 20,000 Arabs were wounded or killed during the

course of the Jerusalem riots. The British Royal Commission known as the Peel

Commission reported in 1939. It maps out the facts in painful detail. The quiet interlude

following the recent 2021 ceasefire is no more than a temporary hiatus. The status quo

remains one of war. What is new and frightening is the risk of civil war between Israeli

Jews and Arab-Israelis. Arab Israelis have for 73 years supported Israel during conflicts

in the West Bank, Gaza, and East Jerusalem. The riots in Israel between Jewish Israelis

and Arab-Israelis mark a new and ominous chapter in this conflict. Conflict between

Israel’s own citizens widens and deepens the existing chasm.

Some Basic History

Israel declared statehood on May 14, 1948 in accordance with UN resolution

181 passed by the UN General Assembly in November of 1947. Her provisional

government immediately set about establishing the institutional structures necessary for

success, ranging from building representative institutions, bureaucracy, roads, homes,

community medical facilities, schools, and a defense capability.

The areas known as West Bank and Gaza never had representative

governments. While Israel moved forward to statehood, Palestine stood back. The Arab

response to UN resolution 181 was rejection. And declaring Palestinian statehood

would have implied recognition of a Jewish state in the Muslim Middle East. For 1400

years Muslims were taught to believe that God cursed the Jews and turned them into

“apes and swine”. Even more troublesome for the Arab world after the 1948 war



and the three wars that followed in 1956, 1967 and 1973, was the damage to the self-

image of the strong and proud Arab at the hands of the Jews. Palestinians became

victims of their own religion and culture and did nothing to advance their own interests.

Arab and Palestinian politics have always been rooted in opposition.

Israel quickly developed modern institutions, and in time grew a modern, high-

tech economy, and molded an identity uniting a motley mix of Jewish refugees from

all over the world many of whom bore little cultural resemblance to one another.

Palestine, on the other hand stagnated. Between 1948 and 1994 the Palestinians

developed no institutions of their own.

Jordan controlled what became known as West Bank and East Jerusalem and

Egypt controlled Gaza. West Bank during biblical times consisted of the Jewish

kingdoms of Samaria and Judea.

For cultural reasons, the Arab peoples throughout the Middle East never built

secular, representative, political or social institutions. For Arabs, community was the

‘Ummah’. It was supra-national and constructed completely around religion. More

damaging for Palestinian Arabs in the run up to the 1948 war was their reliance on

external Arab leaders known as the Higher Arab Executive such as Gamal Nasser of

Egypt, Khalid al–Azim of Syria, Khaled al Azm of Iraq, King Hussein of Jordan and Haj

Amin al-Husseini, the grand Mufti of Jerusalem.

Husseini met with Adolf Hitler on November 28, 1941 to offer Arab support

against the British. He encouraged Hitler to bring the “final solution” [extermination of

the Jews] to Jerusalem. The secretary general of the Arab League in 1948 publicly

assured the Arab peoples that the “occupation of Tel Aviv and Palestine would be as

simple as a military promenade”. In an essay published in 1976 in the PLO’s official



journal, Abu Mazen, better known as Mahmoud Abbas, President of the West Bank

blamed those Arabs who fled in order to escape “sharing the burden of struggle.”

Arab leaders and Arab news organizations demonstrated absolute confidence in

their capacity to drive out the Jews after which those who fled could return and reclaim

their lands. Their most frequent war cry was ‘drive the Jews into the sea’ meaning the

Mediterranean. The speeches, writings and interviews of these Arab leaders are part of

the historical record.

The Problem of History

History is art. It deals with interpreted facts. By its very nature it has limitations.

Its most troublesome limitation is that every historian has his or her own world view and

biases. None of is free of bias. Each of us is a product of upbringing, education,

religious instruction, friendships and social and business interactions. The only issue is

whether we honestly recognize our biases and seek truth.

As conflict deepens and remains unresolved the less likely it is that opposing

sides will demonstrate any interest in paying attention to any history written by the other

side no matter how fair or accurate it may be.

One can only imagine how Palestine might have developed had it been able to

make a parallel effort in competition with, or better still, in co-operation with post 1948

Israel. That was not meant to be. And as we know history moves in one direction. Lost

opportunities can never be recovered. The PLO, the first Palestinian government, was

founded in 1964. And its charter mission was Israel’s destruction. As that organization

floundered, Hamas emerged in 1987 in opposition to the PLO. Despite calls for the PLO

after the 1993 Oslo Accords to amend its charter, it has never done so.



Hamas’ core mission is identical. There is an interesting double standard in play

that attacks Israel’s legitimacy. A quick look at the founding dates for the following

countries underlines this. Modern Lebanon was established in 1920, Iraq in 1922, Saudi

Arabia in 1932, Syria and Jordan in 1946, Libya in 1947, Egypt in 1953, Algeria in 1962.

Part of Jordan in biblical times was located in ancient Israel. No one asserts that any of

these modern nations are illegitimate.

Proceeding Realistically

The efforts made leading up to and following the 1993 Oslo Accords have not

brought peace to Israel or the Palestinians. At an operational level, the procedural

weaknesses of its mediation and arbitration processes made resolution unlikely and

grievances multiplied. But the real problem with top down, procedurally complex,

internationally brokered agreements is this. Agreements don’t work if either or both of

the parties do not recognize the other’s fundamental right to exist. Israel has never

denied the right of Palestinians to a state of their own. They are understandably worried

about peaceful co-existence because of terrorism.

For all of the time, effort and taxpayers money spent on the 1993 Oslo

Agreement and the 2000 Camp David talks, none of these negotiations ever directly

zeroed in on the issue of Palestinian acceptance of Israel’s right to exist as a Jewish

state in the Middle East. The Oslo Agreement exemplifies reverse engineering. Its

authors attempted to build from the roof down to the foundation. Common sense and

basic engineering tell us that building from the roof down does not work. That two Nobel

peace prizes were awarded to Yitzhak Rabin and Yasser Arafat in recognition of the

Oslo agreement speaks volumes. Perhaps they were awarded for ‘best efforts’.

The foundation for peace making between Israel and the Palestinians is

recognition of the other’s right to exist. This is an existential issue. In the absence of



such recognition, deal making is premature. The most single impediment to peace

between Israel and the Palestinians on any terms is consistent Palestinian refusal to

accept Israel’s right to exist as a Jewish state in the Muslim Middle East. The UN

General Assembly which is often obsessed with Israel released a report in August, 2019

compiled by 18 independent experts criticizing the Palestinian Authority and Hamas for

racism, anti-semitism and incitement of violence. In May, 2020 the European Parliament

adopted three resolutions condemning the Palestinian authority for continung to teach

hate and violence in its school text books.

The US based Anti-Defamation League which has surveyed anti-semitism

annually for five decades has recently reported that 93% of Palestinians hold anti-

semitic beliefs. The same 100 country survey also reports that 50% of those surveyed

have never heard of the Holocaust.

According to a lengthy 2019 joint poll published by the Palestine Center for Policy

and Survey Research, 43% of Palestinians and 42% of Israeli Jews support a ‘two state

solution’. Left wing Israeli support was 91% and right wing support was 23%. While 65%

of Palestinians believe a two state solution is viable, 78% of Israeli Jews believe the

chances are low or very low. Older Israelis are more confident while younger Israelis

are not. The same poll reported that only 18% of Palestinians believed that Jews want

peace while 19% of Israeli Jews believe that Palestinians want peace.

These polling numbers tell us what it obvious. There is little trust on both sides

and initiatives to build trust must precede negotiation of a two state agreement. The

details of an agreement make no difference where there is no trust or willingness to

recognize the other’s legitimacy. As Israel’s political center of gravity shifts to the right,

recent surveys show that one half of orthodox Israelis and one quarter of secular Jewish

Israelis express open anti-Arab hatred.



Israeli-Palestinian negotiations between 2000 and 2007 highlight the recognition

issue. Israel under US prodding in July, 2000 offered PLO leader Yasser Arafat 92% of

the West Bank, 100% of Gaza, compensation for displacement of Palestinian refugees,

dismantling of most of the settlements in West Bank and a capital in East Jerusalem. No

counter-offer was made. Good faith negotiations always involve offers and counter-

offers. Yasser Arafat stormed out of the conference. Reaching agreement would have

meant acceptance of a Jewish state in the Middle East. His walk out is unsurprising. It

was the spark that set off the second intifada.

In 2008 Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh declared willingness to accept a Jewish

state based on the 1967 borders. The same year, another Hamas leader, Mahmoud al-

Zahar declared that any talk of accepting the 1967 borders was “just a phase” until

Hamas has a chance to regain all the land. The cry of ‘a free Palestine from the river

Jordan to the sea’ means all the land, including Israel.

A cursory look at Arab trading history demonstrates that as early as the 4th

century BC Arabs traded into Egypt, the Middle East, India, and later on, Europe. We

have to assume that these negotiations were mutually beneficial. The negotiating

paradox in the case of Israel requires her to concede 100%. For 73 years since Israel

declared statehood, Palestinian leadership has insisted on return of the 1948 refugees

and two generations of their children and grandchildren, some 5,000,000 people.

The Israeli position on the issue of the refugees is well known. Apart from her

denial of any such legal right, she asserts that return of three generations would be

suicidal. Israelis would be out numbered in their own state. Palestinian insistence on

what they must know by now is impossible demonstrates refusal to accept a Jewish

state in the Middle East.



Redirecting International Palestinian Aid

The EU signed an Agreement with the Palestinian Authority in 1997 and has

invested approximately 20 billion euros in Palestinian aid. These investments according

to its own communiques is premised on movement toward a “democratic and

accountable Palestinian state”. Thus far, the transition to democracy has not happened.

The last elections in West Bank and Gaza were in 2006. The positive news is that in

April, 2021 the European Parliament released a new guideline directed at preventing

any donations from ending up in the hands of terrorists. The EU is now calling for

recovery of any such funds. That the EU, 20 billion euros and many years later, now

realizes that its generosity has been misplaced is positive news.

In the same April, 2021 communique, the European Parliament criticized

UNRWA, the United Nations agency for Palestinian refugees, for funding Palestinian

schools that incite hatred. UNRWA’s 2020 budget for Palestinian aid is some 1.4 billion

US dollars. UNRWA was established in December 1949. Perhaps joint US and EU

financial pressure on the UN will influence policy change.

What this means for those hoping for resolution of this intractable conflict is that

the pre-conditions for negotiation do not exist. The status issues that need to be

resolved to allow Palestine to declare statehood are well known. Reasonable people

can disagree on terms. Reasonable people also understand that no settlement yields

100 per cent to either side. Settlement by definition demands compromise.

Meaningful negotiations can only begin once there is culture change. Making that

happen will require a sea change in beliefs and attitudes. Reversing the cultural tide of

1400 years of ant-Jewish Muslim history is no easy task. To get recognition of Israel’s

right to exist will require elimination of the current Palestinian leadership. The

Palestinians, especially in Gaza, are truly prisoners of their own leaders. To defend



against terrorism, Israel reflexively hems them in causing serious shortages of vital

supplies. The more Israel tightens the noose, the more support grows for Hamas. The

conflict cycle is vicious and impenetrable in the absence of leadership change.

The best path is for donors like EU, the US and the United Nations to impose

unmistakable financial terms that sideline the PLO, and Hamas making them Irrelevant.

Complete irrelevance is something the Palestinians will understand. The Palestinian

Authority according to 2021 ceasefire polls has lost legitimacy in West Bank. Hamas is

now preferred. Elections scheduled for 2021 were cancelled.

Some military-intelligence trained analysts advocate a multi-national land and air

war to defeat this leadership. This is as horrific as it is unimaginable. The injuries,

deaths and destruction of property caused by war would only intensify the conflict cycle.

It would also provide the spark for civil disturbances and anti-Jewish violence around

the world. This approach is adds oil to a fire.

Redirecting the flow of Palestinian aid to exclude the existing Palestinian

leadership is the better policy choice to force leadership change and a political

realignment that makes eventual Israeli-Palestinian negotiations possible. Once

Palestinians in free and fair elections declare their willingness to work with Israel and

accept her right to exist, the possibilities of peace begin to open up.

A Path Forward

The US Biden administration has signaled that reconstruction aid for Gaza will

not flow through Hamas or any of its associates. That policy is in tandem with the EU

Parliament’s recent communique. Israel, which pledged compensation in 2000 during

the Camp David talks for Palestinians who fled in 1948, would need to participate. The

UAE, Morocco and Bahrain have recently extended recognition to Israel and are doing

busines with her. Morocco has also recently extended recognition. Egypt made peace

with Israel in 1979, Jordan in 1994. Jordan under domestic pressure is now



reconsidering this peace treaty. Fully one half of its population are Palestinian. It is in

Egypt’s interest to maintain order along her border with Gaza. It is similarly in Jordan’s

interest to maintain order.

The US, EU, UAE, Bahrain and Israel are in a strong financial position to

contribute to a Development Fund. The 2020 Abraham Accords provide for a 3bn dollar

US fund for development projects. The fund is open to financial contributions. At first

blush 3 billion dollars is not a huge amount. And it does not target the broader Arab-

Israeli issues in play discussed below. At the end of World War II the Truman

administration created the Marshall Plan to reconstruct war torn Europe. The Abraham

Fund may to a more limited extent be a contemporary counterpart. A major part of the

Marshall Plan was the reconstruction of Germany and its denazification. The very

existence of such a fund messages Arab-Israeli co-operation and may help to nudge

Palestinians toward acceptance of Israel and participation in acquiring a real stake in

their own future.

Longer Term Proposals

In the longer term funding will be needed to pay salaries to a committee of jointly

appointed Israeli and Palestinian historians who would be tasked with writing a common

history of this conflict leaving no room for political correctness on either side. Funding

would also be needed to pay salaries to research assistants to collect and collate

historical materials. The goal for participating countries would involve publication and

publicizing of this joint history internationally. Each of the participating countries would

need to mount a massive, lengthy media campaign. One of the critical ways of rooting

out and eliminating prejudice is through education. Attempting to make peace while

perpetuating ignorance is a counter productive waste of time and resources.

Using a western style commission structure, the fund would set up a Truth and

Reconciliation forum to provide a platform for Israelis and Palestinians to share their



experiences. Because both sides have been victims of this culture clash, shared

experience of loss may help each side to see each other as human.

Existing stereotypes of Israelis and Palestinians will change by encouraging

each side to engage with one another. And as Palestinians replace despair with hope

for a better future, the Palestinian Authority and Hamas will be seen to have no positive

purpose and become irrelevant. Formal peace negotiations will then become possible.

As just mentioned these proposals make sense in the longer term. As long as all of the

intractable issues remain including recognition of Israel, peace negotiations are

premature.

Near Term Possibilities and Long Term Ideals

As mentioned the 1993 Oslo Agreement and its succeeding attempts applied a top

down dispute resolution approach that postponed the most emotionally difficult issues

such as the Arab refugee problem and the status of Jerusalem using incrementalism as

a guide. While incrementalism in principle has much to commend it, the 1993 Oslo

accords have not worked. It is critical that any approach to resoution separates

achievable near term possibilities from long term goals.

The Abraham Accords between Israel, UAE, Sudan, Bahrain, and Morocco were

all reached in the summer of 2020. Whatever successes the treaty nations are enjoying

neeed to be measured by the terms of each treaty. Despite some similarities there are

also differences between them that reflect the differing needs of the parficipants. What

the Abraham Accords are not are ‘peace treaties’. They are normalization agreements

that recognize the material advantages of doing business with Israel. They are not

predicated on Israel making peace with the existing Palestinian leadership. The most

significant treaty is between Israel and the UAE. These two nations have been doing

business under the radar at least since 2015 when Israel opened a diplomatic office in

Abu Dhabi tied to interntional renewable energy.



Israel-UAE Accord: A Win-Win

This Accord opens up markets for Israel. It removes or reduces tariffs on 96% of

the goods traded between these nations. Since the 2020 signing non-oil trade has

increased by 114%.

From Israel’s perspective, the key sectors that are critical are advanced

technology, renewable energy and food security. Included in the category of advanced

technology is the establishment of a joint Israel-UAE centre in UAE from which Israel

can market advanced optic techology and cameras for military and commercial use.

Leading Israel-UAE defense firms are also working together to develop remote

controlled autonomous vehicles for military and commercial use. UAE hosts air shows

at which Israeli high tech will be on display.

Participating in these developments are Israel Aerospace Industries [IAI] and

Edge both of which are Israeli state owned agencies. Separate deals have been made

since to assist UAE with defense surveillance and conversion of Boeing 777 passenger

airplanes to cargo planes. According to reports from Israel and UAE the deals being

made cannot come quickly enough. In 2021 Israeli-Emirati annual trade was 1.2bn US

dollars. The Emerati Ministry of Economy and Indusry foresees an increase in trade to

more than 10bn US dollars within 5 years. Israel is forecasting that her trade with UAE

will place the latter in the top 10 of her trade partners within three years. As a sidebar, It

is worth noting that UAE fears the political regime in Iran and not share a border with

Israel. It has not been a combatant in the four Arab-Israeli wars and does not share the

same history as Israel’s geogaphic neighbours.

From UAE‘s perspective Israel is coming to her assistance especially in defense

and security matters. In addition, Israel is establishing joint private and public

enterprises that share her advanced technology with UAE. Israel is not a mere seller of

Israeli high tech manufactured at home and sold abroad. Not surprisingly, the

Palestinian and Iranian leadership have disapproved and voiced betrayal by UAE.



Israel-Morocco Accord: a Symbolic Win-Win

Moroccan history is quite different. Indeed Moriocco lost approximately 150,000

Jews to the new state of Israel after 1948 and for some time the King of Morocco has

pleaded for Moroccan Israelis to return home. This state has acknowledged that Jewish

history is imbedded in Moroccan culture and promised that Jewish history will also be

included in school textbooks and taught in her schools. Like UAE Morocco shares no

border with Israel.

From Israel’s perpective, this Accord paves the way to full diplomatic recogniton,

allows flights to resume between both nations, and promotes economic co-operation.

Morocco’s GDP in 2022 was $3,850.00 per person or 132bn US for the entire country.

Israeli exports alone for 2022 are expected to reach 160,000-165,000bn US. Israeili

exports alone account for 30% of her total GDP.

Israel-Sudan Accord: A Modest yet Significant Win-Win

This Accord posed more difficulty. Sudan was a combatant state during the Arab-

Israeli wars. Israel has traditionally considered Sudan as an enemy state. Despite this

history the two nations reached agreement with approval of the US Biden administration.

Sudan has a weak economy. Israel’s agriculture sector though small in numbers

is high tech and can assist Sudan in land reclamation, irrigation, water transfer,

desalination, well construction and good agricultural practices. Israel can also assist

Sudan with aviation and migration issues and has agreed to do so.

From the Israeli perspective it joins Eqypt and Jordan both combatants in the four

Aarb-Israeli wars in making peace. Sudan’s agreement though largely symbolic is

meaningful. It obligates Israel to help her neigbour which casts her in a positive light.

Israel-Bahrain Accord: a Modest yet Significant Win-Win



Like the accord reached with Sudan this agreement establishes recognition of

Israel, and allows for the opeining of embassies, exchange of diplomats, and the

beginning of efforts primarily in technology, health and agriculture. Israel is well

postioned to help Bahrain and in return now has international recognition from this

nation.

A Take Away on the Abraham Accords

Because each of the participating nations share diffierent histories, the terms of

their individual Agreements reflect their shared histories and the facts on the ground.

That these agreements are already working to the mutual advantage of the parties,

speaks to the desirability of avoiding a “top down, one size fits all” approach.

Israeli-Arabs

May of 2021 saw roving bands of Jews and Arabs who attacked one another in

Israeli’s cities and towns screaming death to Jews and death to Arabs. This tells us that

the 73 year history of Arab Israeli acquiescence in Israeli governance is in jeopardy.

Acquiesence is not acceptance. It more closely resembles an unraveling string

that is growing shorter by the day. The 73 year consensus that has seen Arab Israeli co-

operation is now fracturing. Before looking at the steps Israel needs to take, it is worth

noting that according to current opinion polls, only 7% of Arab Israelis identify as

Palestinian. They see themselves either as Israelis or as Arab Israelis. It is not too late

for Israel to make peace with her non-Jewish citizens.

Israel needs to reach out to its own citizens who are not Jewish. She alone has

the power to do this. It makes simple common sense that the citizens of a democracy

enjoy the same basic, fundamental rights. Declaring legal equality in theory while

denying it in practice is bound to fail in the long run. A minority’s willingness to be



marginalized eventually runs its course. To prefer one community over the other

damages both. It hurts Arab Israelis and casts Israel as Goliath and the Arabs as David

while the world watches. Israel does not have many friends to begin with and the ever

present plague of anti-Semitism is always ready to be fired up. Decreasing political and

financial support for Israel from half of the world’s Jews who do not live in Israel is not a

new phenomenon.

Imagine how perception of Israel would change if the rules that govern land

ownership, equal funding for public education, municipal infra-structure, equal

employment opportunity, and non-discriminatory policing practices were predicated

upon equal treatment.

Leaving aside the moral issue of treating all citizens equally, policy change lies in

Israel’s self-interest. Repairing her relationship with her Arab citizens will not resolve the

broader problem of the West Bank, Gaza, and East Jerusalem. Repairing her relation-

ship with her Arab citizens is completely within Israel’s control and is a good place to

begin.

How to Bring the Abraham Accords to the Palestinians

The Palestinians so far are not players in this recent chapter of Middle Eastern

politics. But they could be. What follows are some basic facts on the ground that mass

media are predisposed to ignore. By their very nature especially in a electronic world,

media feed on crisis and conflict. Some of the quiet positives are drowned out by noisy

negatives.

The West Bank and Gaza

At the end of 2022 there were approximately 5.39 million Palestinians. West

Bank and Gaza occupy roughly 6,000 kilometres with access to only 220 kms of water

in West Bank. Water not surprisingly is a scare commodity in the Middle East. Gaza



borders on the Mediterranean Sea which is salt water. Israel which is master of

agricultural technology and exports it bi-laterally through the MOF [Ministry of Foreign

Affairs], needs to desalinate sea water as climate warming reduces the supply of fresh

water. Its only source of fresh water is Lake Kinneret better known as the Sea of

Gallilee in northern Israel. Water shortages are critical in this region and wars may be

fought over access to water without which life is unsustainable.

In 2021 GDP in the West Bank and Gaza was approximately 18bn US dollars.

Per capita GDP was about $3,600 US.

Despite their separate leaderships PLO in West Bank and Hamas in Gaza the

Palestinian population is supportive of Hebrew language education. While school

curricula in West Bank and Gaza do not make Hebrew language courses available,

private education centres, colleges and universities offer Hebrew language courses

which are popular. Similarly, many Israelis speak Arabic especially those whose families

emigrated to Israel after 1948 from North Africa or the Middle East. Israel does not

prescribe Arabic language courses in its public schools. Both languages are semitic and

though their printed and written alphabets are entirely different, many of the same words

sound similar. The young public in Israel and in Palestine may well be ahead of

their leaders on language.

It is worth noting that as of 2022, the Palestinian median age was 20.8 years.

The Palestinian economy ranks 121st out of 195 economies and has a young population

with no place to go. The leadership in West Bank and Gaza have not held elections

since 2006 and their Charter mission is Israel’s destruction.

Israel’s ‘Stem’ Programme

Israel is often described as a ‘start up state’. It is known universally for its

scientific, technological, agricultural, medical and commercial excellence. Whatever diet



of cultural and religious misinformation Palestinians are fed by their leaders,

Palestinians live next door to Israel. They know that it is a highly successful state.

One of the critical cornerstones of Israel’s success in all of these fields is its

STEM programme. STEM stands for Science, Technology, Engineering, Math. While a

number of countries have successfully incorporated STEM into their primary, secondary

and post secondary curricula, Israel has adapted her programme by reaching back to a

policy designed in 1948. After declaring her statehood Israel was flooded with Jewish

immigrants from all over the globe. Though they shared the same faith, their religious

practices were not identical, and their cultures and languages were very different.

Israel in and after 1948 was a cultural hodge podge. In order to create a more

homogeneous cutural identity early social, educational, housing and defence policy was

designed to emphasize cultural similarity. The Israel Defense Force [IDF} in particular

was designed to create a familial bond between all Israelis. The underlying theory was

that every Israeli either knew or was related to someone else. Those bonds coupled

with a high degree of military informality beween leadership and rank and file

was essential.

Drawing upon that post 1948 experience, every year beginning as early as

primary school Israel accepts students into a six month mentorship programme that

brings Israelis and foreign Jewish students together. Public education at all levels in

Israel is largely subsidized by the State. Worldwide Jewish charities such as UJA

[United Jewish Appeal] provide logistical help and financing. Because these are

exhange programmes Israelis get to travel and live in foreign countries with their

sponsors. Thousands apply and limited numbers are selected. The students who are

selected are disciplined super achievers. Those travelling to Israel are billeted in private

homes. They come together to study and to work together, to compete, to travel the

country. They are taught, trained and supervised. The most capable may eventually

take up positions in private and public Israeli companies doing the very work that makes

this country competitive and successful.



They are taught the critical importance of ‘team work’. The emphasis on team

work is rooted in the Jewish faith. It is all about community. Teachers guide students in

order to move them from “me” to “we”. They are taught listening skills and the art of

creative discussion. By living together even though they arrive from different countries

and backgrounds they come to know, to understand, and to like one another. Life time

friendships develop often morphing into lifetime business relationships.

The STEM progarmme at its root is all about communication, discipline, creative

thought, learning, experimentation and friendship.

The Common Denominator Between STEM and the Abraham Accords

There is an unintended common denominator between STEM and the Abraham

Accords. It involves bringing people together who do not know one another for specific

developmental purposes. By working and living together culturally induced stereotypes

that each will have about the other begin to disintegrate. What develops are

relationships that are geared to social cohesion without which economic success

remains beyond reach.

Bridging to the Palestinians

If Israel wishes to build a bridge to the Palestinians one way to do so is by

publicly offering STEM to interested Palestinian students. Using a small steps approach

Israel could offer this programme first to Arab-Israeli students. For the most part

Jewish Israeli primary and secondary students attend Jewish schools and Arab Israelis

attend Arab schools. They come together at university. Roughly 14% of the students at

Hebrew University in Jerusalem are Arab-Israelis. The mission of Hebrew University is

Arab-Israeli inclusion.



Israel has the capacity to offer this kind of progarmme on line and in Arabic.

There is no reason in principle that it could not work between Israelis and young Arab-

Israelis. Whatever security issues might be of concern could be addressed at the

application stage. One can only imagine the chatter among Arab Israelis and their

Palestinian relatives in West Bank and Gaza about involvement in a STEM programme.

The logic of STEM is that it brings people together who are very different to

provide all of them with a ladder to success. Since direct talks between Israel, the PLO

and Hamas are conceptual non-starters, sometimes the straight line approach has to

give way to the circular approach that attracts positive feedback and places pressure on

the PLO and Hamas. The 1993 Oslo Accords took years to negotiate and ultimately

failed. A practical, incremental, small steps approach will not happen overnight. But it

may be the best workable option.

Who can say that the STEM approach might not later be rolled out to

Palestinians in West Bank and Gaza who are interested, well educated, disciplined and

looking for a ladder to success. As more Palestinians and Israelis come to know,

understand and like one another the possibilities of peace only increase. Their

conflicted 1400 year history rules out ‘one size fits all’ solutions. STEM acts as both a

bridge builder and a filter to eliminate all of the irrelevant and damaging noise offered by

those in leadership who prefer ‘getting to no’ rather than ‘getting to yes’.
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